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Knoll Storage: Designed to Deliver

In today’s office landscape, change is constant and available workspace is 

slowly disappearing. Knoll filing and storage products — featuring Calibre® 

lateral files, mobile pedestals and architectural towers in a vast array of sizes, 

configurations and colors — maximize your organizational options without 

compromising valuable workspace.

Calibre solutions for every need
From documents and binders to coats and office supplies — whatever needs organ izing —  Calibre has the storage 
solu tions that support your real-world needs. Lateral files offer a vast array of drawer and case height options, including 
add-on modules, with locking mechanisms, that enable you to customize and personalize your storage.

Calibre towers, available in four heights — 42", 50", 57" and 64" — and three widths — 15", 24", and 30" — enhance 
your ability to store and organize the things you need throughout your day.

Back row, from left: 63"-high Calibre hybrid cabinet with lateral files and cabinet for office supplies and binders; 
64.5"-high Calibre lateral file with posting shelf and four 12" drawers and 12" receding door with fixed shelf; 63"-high 
wardrobe; 24"-wide x 64"-high tower with wardrobe, cupboard, two box and one file drawer.

Front row, from left:  36"-wide x 39"-high Calibre lateral file; 51"-high x 18"-deep Calibre cabinet (versus a 15"-deep 
book shelf); Calibre mobile pedestal.



Calibre Lateral Files: Designed to Maximize Space

Calibre lateral files are designed with your needs in mind. Using a 1.5" 

planning model, Calibre lateral files maximize vertical space while supporting 

drawer sizes that allow for personalized filing and storage. For example, a 

27"-high lateral file case typically comprised of two 12"-high file drawers can 

now be configured with one 13.5"-high drawer module for binder storage, 

and one 10.5"-high drawer for hanging file folders. The result is flexibility and 

efficiency — everything in its place.

Infinite choice
With the 1.5" planning model for lateral files, Calibre’s design possibilities are nearly limitless. From left, 27"-high case 
lateral file with a 13.5" receding door with fixed shelf and 10.5" drawer; 51"-high built-to-spec lateral file, shown with 3", 
6", 7.5", 9",10.5" and 12" drawers; 64.5"-high lateral with a 13.5" receding door and fixed shelf and four 12" drawers; 
55.5"-high and 63"-high laterals in black and beige, as seen in image above; and at far right, 27"-high lateral file with a 
3" drawer and two 10.5" drawers.

The 1.5" planning advantage
A 55.5"-tall, 5-high lateral file (fig. b), created with (5) 10.5" drawers, increases usable space for hanging files with top 
tabs by 20 percent, with easier accessibility than a typical 63"-tall, 5-high lateral using (5) 12" modules (fig. a). How? 
When 12" drawers are used in 5-high lateral files, the top is often a receding door because a hanging file drawer 
would be difficult to access at this height. The 1.5" planning solution offers a more effective use of your space for 
hanging file storage. Your filing at work for you.
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Calibre Towers: Designed to Personalize Storage

Architecture that’s inherently flexible: The 50" and 64"-high Calibre 

storage towers, available in 15", 24" and 30"-wide cases, make storage 

personal. Choose from a host of options including glass shelves; colorful 

markerboards, modular drawer dividers and drawers behind doors; coat 

rods; and hooks or half-depth shelves that accommodate binders, while 

leaving room for a jacket. No matter where you work, Calibre towers help  

you feel at home. 

Calibre towers work for you
Calibre towers can do it all. From left: display tower with wardrobe and glass shelf; 30"-wide tower with wardrobe 
and a half-depth shelf with coathook; 24"-wide side access bookcase tower; 24"-wide double door tower with lateral 
file drawer; 24"-wide tower with wardrobe and drawers behind doors option; 24"-wide display tower with wardrobe 
and glass shelf. Knoll Orchestra® letter-sized totes, combined with drawers behind doors, offer even more detailed 
organization of your space. Colorful accents for drawer fronts and markerboards enliven your storage space.



The Calibre Office: For Order and Organization

Calibre storage products — including lateral files, hybrid cabinets, 

wardrobes, personal storage towers and mobile or freestanding pedestals 

— maximize storage capabilities in just about any office environment.  

With a seemingly endless offering of sizes and configurations, Calibre 

storage organizes and personalizes your offices efficiently and with style.

Anatomy of a workplace
64"-high tower with wardrobe; Morrison panels and worksurfaces; Calibre mobile and floor standing pedestals;  
64"-high display tower with wardrobe. Also shown: Series 2™ Morrison overhead storage cabinets, Life™ chairs, 
Visor® stacking chair, Upstart® table and Wishbone™ flat screen support.







Straightforwardly Simple
The Calibre desk featuring a 24" wide side-access tower and Calibre pedestal provides a simple straightforward 
desking solution. 

Aesthetic options = design flexibility
Series 2 storage complements your Knoll  office system.  
Left to right: Morrison front, Currents front and Veneer front options.

Comprehensive
Calibre and Series 2 towers, opposite,  offer a storage solution that houses everything, from the profes sional to the 
personal. Left to right: 24"- wide Calibre front display tower; 24"-wide Calibre front double-door tower; 24"-wide tower 
with wardrobe; 24"-wide side-access book case tower with ward robe and with Series 2 pulls; 15"-wide single door 
tower with box/box file/file and Series 2 pulls; 42"-high side access bookcase tower with Calibre pulls, 30"-wide Calibre 
tower with wardrobe and box/box, file/file drawers.

Expanded Tower Power: Calibre and Series 2

Together, Knoll Calibre and Series 2 storage towers organize everything 

from important documents to gym clothes and tennis rackets. Knoll storage 

towers, including display and side-access configurations, help you to 

organize your Knoll office system, or any office system, with a vast range 

of storage tower options, allowing you to maximize and personalize your 

supplies and belongings in a whole new way.



Series 2 Towers: More Design Options

Office space is changing; panel heights are lower and the average square 

footage allotted per user is shrinking, yet your storage needs continue to 

increase. Series 2 towers address these needs by providing an avenue to 

store and manage binders, files and other items that were once housed 

within overheads, pedestals and lateral files. Now, the same result is 

achieved with one compact storage solution that takes up less space than 

multiple components.

Towers for freestanding environments
Series 2 towers adapt for freestanding workstations. Shown near right with Life and Visor chairs, and Upstart® tables.

Tall tales
Four towers (all 50"-high x 24"-wide) fea ture, from left, tower with Series 2 fronts and double-doors with lateral drawers; 
tower with cupboard, wardrobe, box and two file drawers; single-door with two lateral drawers; and side access 
bookcase with wardrobe and two box and two file drawers.





3/10/10 is One Drawer Configuration that Does it All

Calibre Pedestals, Storage Towers and Doublewide Pedestals have the 

unique ability to support a 3" drawer for supplies and personal items as 

well as two 10.5" drawers for hanging file folders and other materials. Now, 

instead of dealing with the limitations of the industry standard box/box/file 

or file/file drawer configurations, you can choose the Calibre 3/10/10 drawer 

option and enjoy the flexibility of one product that provides ample file and 

personal storage without any wasted space.

A Variety of configurations
From left, Calibre 64"-high x 24"-wide storage tower with wardrobe and cupboard, Calibre 24"-deep pedestal,  
Calibre 36"-wide doublewide pedestals, all with the 3/10/10 drawer option

Maximize storage within a limited space
3" drawer supports supplies and personal items, while two 10.5" drawers accommodate standard hanging file folders



More Options for Personalized Storage

Knoll storage towers are rich with user centered design features that celebrate 

the way you really work.

Personal Touches
Knoll modular drawer dividers work within Calibre and Series 2 filing and storage products. Not only are they the 
perfect way to manage the contents of your drawers, they also add a splash of color. Shown in Memo Yellow, but  
also available in Marine Grey, Seafoam Green, Robin’s Egg Blue, Sunset Pink and of coarse Black. A reference  
shelf provides a convenient place within the drawer for keeping important phone numbers and other information  
close at hand. It can also serve as a secondary writing surface. 

Open and shut case
A drawer behind the door, with shelves, right, is perfect for binder storage. Orchestra totes offer easy access to 
projects “on the go” and a wardrobe, houses your coat and other personal items. A variety of colorful drawer fronts 
further personalize your storage. The tower supports coathooks and optional half depth, user adjustable shelves, 
making an ordinary wardrobe into a multifunctional space that accommodates jackets and binders.

Knoll Files and Storage



Well-built. Rugged. Diverse. Knoll storage — comprising the Calibre and Series 2 lines — organizes and personalizes your 
workspace with style.

Calibre® and Series 2™

Paper, files, financial reports, legal documents, manuals, directories, not to mention binders coats and even paper clips — 
it’s the stuff of all offices. Like a highway, it can quickly become a traffic jam. But with the right storage solution, it’s a 
wide-open road. 
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Lateral Files Storage Towers

Calibre Lateral Files are designed with your needs in mind. Using 
a 1.5" planning model, Calibre lateral files maximize vertical space 
while supporting drawer sizes that allow for personalized filing and 
storage. For example, a 27"-high lateral file case typically comprised 
of two 12"-high file drawers (fig. a) can now be configured with one 
13"-high drawer module for binder storage, and one 10.5"-high  
drawer for hanging folders (fig. b). The result is efficiency, flexibility 
and nearly limitless design possibilities.

Calibre and Series 2 Storage Towers offer a storage solution that 
organizes everything from important documents to gym clothes and 
tennis rackets. Knoll storage towers, including display (fig. c) and 
side-access (fig. d) configurations, help you to organize your office 
with a vast range of storage options, allowing you to maximize and 
personalize your supplies and belongings in a whole new way. With 
features such as drawers behind doors, markerboard options and  
colorful accents for drawer fronts, Knoll storage helps you celebrate 
the way you really work.
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